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Math CEO started in 
Fall 2014

Since Fall 2016, 
Math CEO has 
engaged
● 1062 youths
● 723 college 

students



Amazing
Mentors







Training of our Math CEO 
Mentors:
1) Math Content 
2) Math Pedagogy
3) Principles of Afterschool 

Education



Before each W meeting with the kids… 

After each W meeting with the kids….





• Set pedagogical expectations: 
Align our mentor’s teaching to the Math CEO Framework

• Engage mentors in reflections about their own teaching: 
Reflect upon past experiences, and future teaching scenarios

• Strengthen mentors math knowledge: 
Familiarize students with core math ideas, so they are able to generate 

good thinking questions and guide the students through inquiry

Our weekly Pear Deck Activities serve 3 goals: 





BE WARM AND WELCOMING

During the meetings, how can you show 
your mentees that you care about them? 





Think of an icebreaker that you will propose to 
your co-mentors during your next planning 
meeting, which will allow your mentoring team 
to open-up to your mentees





Making the task come alive means positioning yourself as a bridge between 
the activity and the students, to make sure that your mentees not only 

understand the activity, but they also engage with it and enjoy it





















Chris, Laura and Ben are mentoring the same group of students. 

Chris notices that he is doing all the talking, and he is the only mentor who is 
actively engaging students. 

He would love to ask for help to his co-mentors, but does not know how to do it. 





Asking thinking questions means to ask a lot of 
questions that “advance student thinking”, and are not 
just meant at checking whether students know some 
facts or calculations
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A music band has 600 
songs. How many 

should you listen to 
decide if you like the 

band? Explain.

What are, in general, the 
strategies to pick a good sample 
that really represents the whole 

population?

A sports site says that the LA 
Lakers have a 87.5% chance of 

winning. How do you think they 
get that number?

In a large set of phone 
numbers, 50% are from 

LA. In a sample of 60, you 
got 32 from LA. Is this 

what you would expect?

A population of trees has 
5,000 members and in a 

sample of 100 members, 80 
are pine trees. What could you 

reasonably conclude?

If we want to analyze 
a population (so a 

data set), why can’t 
we just look at all the 

elements in it?

Is there always a 
unique sample, or do 
we have more than 
one choice to grab a 

sample?

I want to know what 
people in my city like to 
eat. I will interview all 

people in a Sushi 
restaurant. Is this a good 

idea? Why?

Diving into the math: Samples



why
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Related
30% of the butterflies in this world are related to each 

other, and when you pick a sample of 100 butterflies, 90 
of them are related. Is this what you should have 

expected?

A: No, if it is supposed to be only 30% related, there 
shouldn't be so many related butterflies in a sample of 
the population.

Do you like math?
I want to know how many students at Carr Middle 

School like math. Would it be a good idea to ask all of 
the Carr students in Math CEO. Why or why not? Would 

it be an over or underestimation of the true 
percentage? 

A: This is not a good idea because students are more 
likely to attend a math enrichment program such as 
Math CEO if they tend to enjoy math. 
Therefore, asking only the Carr Math CEO students will 
overestimate the true percentage of Carr students that 
enjoy math.

Hamburgers
I want to see what the best hamburger in the world is, so I ask 100 people from 

Southern California what they think is the best hamburger. Is this an effective 
(representative) sample?

Sick Bees
A population (large set) of 3000 bees have also gotten sick, so have also given 
the same medicine originally given to the butterflies. 
After taking a sample of 15 bees, the scientists discovered that 8 bees were sick 

and 7 were not sick. Are there any issues with this sample? Why?

Small samples
I wonder what would happen if we picked a really small sample? Why don't we 

do this if this makes our calculations easier?

Samples in The ARC (Anteater Recreation Center)
You want to determine if the students at UC Irvine like to play sports. You go the 
ARC (UC Irvine's gym) and as the questions to 50 students. Is this a good idea?

A: It would not be a good idea since the sample would not be representative of 
most students at UC Irvine. Students at the gym will most likely like sports so this 
will create inaccurate conclusions about UC Irvine students as a whole.



THANK YOU!!!


